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The HAARP project in Alaska is one of the most controversial projects ever undertaken by the
U.S. Government. Jerry Smith gives us the history of the HAARP project and explains how
works, in technically correct yet easy to understand language. At best, HAARP is science out-of-
control; at worst, HAARP could be the most dangerous device ever created, a futuristic
technology that is everything from super-beam weapon to world-wide mind control device.
Topics include Over-the-Horizon Radar and HAARP, Mind Control, ELF and HAARP, The Telsa
Connection, The Russian Woodpecker, GWEN & HAARP, Earth Penetrating Tomography,
Weather Modification, Secret Science of the Conspiracy, more. Includes the complete 1987
Eastlund patent for his pulsed super-weapon that he claims was stolen by the HAARP Project.

About the AuthorJerry Smith was a writer and researcher. He is deceased.
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Jeff Marzano, “Angels Don't Play This HAARP !. Overall this is a good book I felt and I
recommend it to conspiracy buffs. The author is a serious reseacher and a true believer in 'the
Conspiracy' as he calls it.The many potential lethal uses of the HAARP device include:1) death
rays2) mind control radiation3) weather modification4) earthquake creationThere are many
interesting points such as an elite group within NASA has the shuttle astronauts perform
experiments without informating them about the true purpose of those experiments and without
training them about the type of science being used. If true this would put the lives of the
astronauts in danger. I wouldn't doubt it.As I read this book I was thinking about the dramatic
rise in the rate of autism that is being observed today. He claims that Russia bombarded the
United States with mind control radiation for decades using their own type of HAARP weapon.
Who knows what the effects of radiation that resonates at the same frequency as the human
brain can have an an unborn, still developing child.He also implicates Russia in creating an
earthquake in China that killed hundreds of thousands of people using their 'Russian
woodpecker' device.HAARP uses what I guess we would called 'Tesla' technology. Many
believe that the government is well aware of an alternative form of physics which they keep out of
the universities. This is an 'ether' based physics.All of this reminds me of the legend of Atlantis.
Just as the evil sorcerers on Atlantis got control of the terrible 'fire stone' and destroyed an entire
continent in one day so there are evil magicians in our world today it seems messing around with
similar powers.Smith gets into some of this in the book and suggests that another use for
HAARP is to discover the secret underground complexes left by the space gods in Egypt so they
can use those Atlantean devices for military purposes.However he dedicated an entire chapter
to 'Da Vinci Code' type theories about what individuals and / or groups make up the conspiracy.
These theories often implicate the Vatican as a key player and adversary against other nefarious
groups such as the Freemasons, etc..If there really is a conspiracy they will be motivated mainly
by greed and a lust for power. They wouldn't want to, for example, make a direct descendant of
Jesus Christ the ruler of the entire world. If Christ were alive today they would try to assassinate
Him again as they did before.He also criticizes the founder of the Satanic Church Of Set and
says that he might want to use HAARP to create a global holocaust. But for all we know that guy
is the Egyptian god Set himself. I heard Satan will do everything in his power to prevent such a
global catastrophe.  Jeff Marzano
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JimmyBlues, “Jerry Smith Exposes The Pentagon's Use Of HAARP Technology In Mind Control
And Geophysical Manipulation Of The Weather. Smith does a fine job of exposing the
Pentagon's use of HAARP in mass mind control of the American people, as well asthe DOD's
geophysical manipulation of the weather for the Illuminati agenda of global genocide through
plausibly deniable means.As punishment for this, Jerry is ultimately given cancer as part of a
directed energy weapon's attack that results in his death.His friend Jim Keith is liquidated after
writing the book Mass Control - Engineering Human Consciousness, which describes the
Pentagon's use of mind control technology on the American people. In particular the NSA's
Signals Intelligence EMF Scanning Network.Google John St. Clair Akwei VS The National
Security Agency to learn more about the NSA's covert enslavement of the American people,
through the decoding of our body's own unique EMF signatures, and how the NSA uses the
electromagnetic spectrum to enslave usby cataloging these unique EMF signatures into its own
government computer database.Once this has taken place, the NSA can use the EM spectrum
to remotely track us regardless of where we are located, while interfacing artificial computers
with the neural pathways of our brains.The American people have been made into unwitting
slaves as part of this Orwellian and Satanic NSA program...”

wayne, “Must Read Book. What a fantastic read i hope it is a weapon /? if it is lets start useing IT”

Arkon, “Got to read this book.open your eyes and see whats really going on.. Blows your brain
out does this book.its time global governments really start to tell the truth as to what is really
going on.”

P. R. Goddard, “This is an interesting subject and the book covered the .... This is an interesting
subject and the book covered the possible uses of the HAARP project well. Perhaps the more
extreme possibilities are rather unlikely but time will tell”

The book by Glenn Beck has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 126 people have provided feedback.
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